CONTESTED STRIP PRESENTS

The Science of Spirit of the Game

FOR KIDS, PARENTS, & OTHER CREATURES
Hey, kids!

Then all aboard...

Seatbelts, everyone!

Wanna go on a scientific adventure?

Yeah!

Here we go!

Are you sure this is safe?!

Of course! I've never regretted a scoober!

Isn't this copyright infringement?

No! It's a spirited science adventure!

Then there's some over there!

What's making those horrible noises?

I mean, isn't this just an ultimate game?

No! It's a spirited science adventure!

Shh! Look at that!

It's the...
This creature lures in unsuspecting victims with her insalubrious sideline snacks!

Parentis Muchus Profanicus!

Catch the $#%#ING DISC! #&%HERS! $%^A!!!

Refereus Wannab!!

These rare species like to interrupt youth sports with their unsavory interjections!

Call it! You were out of bounds, I saw it!

Travel! Travel! Travel! Call that travel!

No way that was a foul, you cheater!

Bleeegh!

Crampus Snackus

This creature lures in unsuspecting victims with her insalubrious sideline snacks!

Business Daddus!

Dad, are you gonna watch my ultimate game?

Freakin' hippies!

I'm too busy! Maybe when you play a real sport!

Do you think Harvard wants to see frisbee on your application?!

Dad, please, we already have a coach.

Daddus!

Pain is weakness!

Walk it off, son!

These monsters think they know what's best for their kids, but...

Notta Medical Professional!

Notta Coach!

Come on, Jess! It's simple. You gotta get the ball to the quarterback, loop around the thingamabob, then transition to an x-stack.

Hammer! @ 50° she Eth!!

= Score!
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Nice bid! Wooo! Yeah ultimate! Let's get you to the athletic trainer. They help us live a healthy lifestyle so we can succeed on the field...

Ultimate teaches us personal responsibility... We're a self-officiated sport, that means we have to trust each other... even our opponents.

Wasn't that a foul?! Hey let's let the kids talk it out. They trust that we're all trying to do the right thing.

And anyway, our parents have great spirit! And our parents respect that! They also teach us how to listen to our bodies and know our limits!

Spirit of the game isn't always easy! It's up to parents and kids to work together to grow, learn, and communicate! Above all, remember this: when you do the right thing, people notice!

But never at the expense of respect, fun, and joy of play! In ultimate, competitive play is highly encouraged!

Tell someone when they made a great play... or when you're proud of them for making a tough call.

Look! Great catch! If you're new to the sport and you don't know where to start, just be generous with praise!

Spirit of the game is definitely not science. Shh... don't ruin this for them. It's all they have.